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MASK 

 CONTROL / INTIMIDATION / STRESS / IMMUNESUPPRESION 

 

Wearing face coverings will be compulsory on public transport in England from 15 June, 
the transport secretary has said. 

Grant Shapps said “every precaution” must be taken as passenger numbers were 
expected to increase when lockdown measures were eased further. 

Coverings must be worn on buses, trams, trains, coaches, aircraft and ferries. 

Very young children, disabled people and those with breathing difficulties would be 
exempt, he said. 

It comes as the UK recorded the deaths of another 176 people who tested positive for 
coronavirus, taking the total number of deaths in the UK to 39,904. 

Speaking at the daily coronavirus briefing, Mr Shapps said face coverings would be “a 
condition of travel” and not wearing one could “ultimately” lead to a fine. 

But he added: “Why wouldn’t people want to do the right thing?” 

He said surgical masks must be kept for clinical settings and instead travellers should 
wear the kind of face covering that could be made at home. They should cover the 
mouth and nose and can be as simple as a scarf or bandanna tied snugly behind the 
head. 

Mr Shapps also stressed that social distancing and regular hand washing were still the 
most important measures to prevent the disease spreading. 

The rule change coincides with the planned reopening of non-essential retail and return 
of some secondary school pupils in England from 15 June, which Mr Shapps said would 
put “more pressure” on the public transport network. 
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Coronavirus: Widen rules on where face coverings must be used, say idiot UK 

doctors, as government says it will be compulsory on public transport. It’s the 

next stage of control – are you going to stand for it like a two-year-old? 

 
 

Doctors have urged the government to make face coverings compulsory in all 
places where social distancing is not possible, not just on public transport. 

All passengers on public transport in England must wear a covering from 15 
June, the government said on Thursday. 

But the British Medical Association, the doctors’ union, said masks “should not be 
restricted” to transport. 

It also said the risk from coronavirus would be “much less” if the rule started now, 
not later in the month. 

Face coverings – which can be homemade – must be worn on buses, trams, 
trains, coaches, aircraft and ferries. 

Passengers will not be allowed to travel without one, and if they do not wear one 
they could be fined. 
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